PRESS RELEASE
TVkey by NAGRA and Samsung reaches new milestones
of retail bundling, deployments and chipset partners


Following a successful launch in Europe, TVkey expands to India and Latin America



TVkey is now supported on Samsung Smart TV models, including all Ultra HD and
most Full HD TVs shipping worldwide



TVkey dongles are now bundled with select Samsung Smart TVs sold in Germany



Mstar and Novatek now support TVkey on their new TV chipsets

CHESEAUX-SUR-LAUSANNE, Switzerland and SEOUL, Korea – September 15th 2017 –
NAGRA, a Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S) company and the world's leading independent
provider of content protection and multiscreen television solutions, and Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd., the market leader in home entertainment for over ten years, have announced a
series of new milestones and developments that are propelling the TVkey solution toward
global implementation. They include the launch of new customers in India, expansion into
the Latin America market, in-box bundling of TVkey in the German market, and the addition
of additional chipset partners opening the path to integration into new TV brands.
Jointly developed by NAGRA and Samsung, TVkey, a CES® 2017 Innovation Awards
honoree, allows consumers to enjoy premium content directly on new TV sets through a
simple sign-up process with their pay-TV provider and experience high-quality services,
including 4K Ultra HD and HDR, directly on all Samsung Smart TVs using the TV remote
control. The system provides the highest level of content protection and the USB dongle
offers a fast and secure way for pay-TV operators to bring advanced services directly to new
consumer TV sets.
Since launching in Germany with HD+ in February 2017, TVkey is now also being deployed
in India with two major cable MSOs. In addition, TVkey is targeted for launch with two large
Latin American operators in 2018. More operators in Europe, India, South East Asia and
Latin America are expected to follow soon.
In Germany, Samsung and HD+ have now moved to a second phase of TVkey distribution.
After initially including a TVkey voucher in new Samsung TV boxes, both parties have now
started to bundle the actual TVkey dongle with new Samsung TVs at retail.
In addition, television System-on-a-Chip (SoC) manufacturers Mstar and Novatek have
announced their commitment to support TVkey in new TV chipsets, enabling TV vendors
using those chips to quickly add TVkey to their products. At the same time, other third-party
dongle, CAS and TV vendors are currently evaluating the TVkey technical specification in
anticipation of implementing their security solutions on TVkey dongles.

Finally, the addition of NexGuard as the first forensic watermarking technology supported by
TVkey ensures that TVkey fully meets content owner requirements for Enhanced Content
Protection. This opens the way for service providers using TVkey to license the latest and
greatest Hollywood content including early release content.
TVkey will be demonstrated on the NAGRA stand, Hall 1.C81, at IBC 2017 in Amsterdam
(15-19 September 2017). For more information on NAGRA’s IBC presence, please visit
dtv.nagra.com/ibc.

About NAGRA
NAGRA, a digital TV division of the Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S), provides security and
multiscreen user experience solutions for the monetization of digital media. The company
offers content providers and DTV service providers worldwide secure, open and integrated
platforms and applications over broadcast, broadband and mobile platforms, enabling
compelling and personalized viewing experiences. Please visit dtv.nagra.com for more
information and follow us on Twitter at @nagrakudelski.
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative
ideas and technologies. The company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones,
wearable devices, tablets, digital appliances, network systems, and memory, system LSI and
LED solutions. For the latest news, please visit the Samsung Newsroom at
news.samsung.com.
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